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Abstract
Selection of good candidates for an internship or entry-level new hire is challenging since usually
there are hundreds of applications for a handful positions. The project involves collection of brief
strips of responses in the form of speech and human physiological signals from prospective
applicants while they answer predetermined questions. Physiological data will consist of pupillary
response, heartrate, skin conductance, emg signals acquired from the facial area with several new
gadgets being developed by our team members. Data will be synchronized and transferred to a
local computer for feature extraction and classification. Feature extraction will be done by in-house
developed software. Classification will be done by publicly available software such as WEKA or
MATLAB toolboxes. During classification, we will try to predict stress or enthusiasm. These
classifications will be fused to arrive at a decision about the suitability of the candidates.
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1. Project objectives:
Human-machine interfaces improved to incorporate the emotional state of the human into the
communication loop. For instance, using information in humans’ heart rate, perspiration, temperature,
pupillary responses, muscle activity data, identification of stress as an emotinal state is possible with a
success rate above 70% (Sharma & Gedeon, 2013). In this project, our objective is to collect and annotate
multi-modal data which is suitable for identifying emotional states of a candidate in an interview situation.
However, first of all, benchmarked data is needed to identify complex emotional states such as stress or
enthusiasm. Therefore our major aim is to collect and annotate speech and physiological data from the
facial area of candidates searching for a job (i.e. senior college students), to facilitate determination of
features that are capable of representing emotions such as enthusiasm. For this purpose, several sensors will
be used, although we realize that in an actual interview, using body contacts is not suitable. For example,
if humans consistently annotate candidates as enthusiastic when they raise eyebrows –which will be
detected by the EMG- then this feature can be used in the future applications, perhaps not with EMG but in
camera recordings.
By the time eNTERFACE workshop starts, we will have put together several hardware components in a
prototyp wearable device that is suitable to collect multi-modal physiological data from the facial area. It
will bepossible to measure pupillary response, speech, EMG as well as perspiration, heart rate, and
temperature.The gathered data during eNTERFACE would be subjected to extraction of features that are
suitable for estimating emotional sates in the interview situation. In addition, a classification application
will be developed so that the efficiency of the project can be demonstrated. In this application, we will test
how successfully we can determine the stress or motivation levels of a candidate who answers
predetermined interview questions. We will use artificial neural networks, feature level and decision level
fusion to perform classification and quantify the feasibility of choosing a suitable candidate using multimodality data.
2. Background information
There exists several databases built on measuring affective responses from Visual, Audio, Eye Gaze, ECG,
GSR, Respiration Amplitude, Skin temperature, and EEG. (Miranda-Correa et.al. 2019). However, data
sets consisting of multi-modal responses for predicting complex emotions such as stress and motivation are
scarce.
The biological signal has a rise and fall profile but the time scale varies based on the signal source. For
example, EMG, pupil dilation, skin conductance response (SCR) peak in 0.4 s., 2.5 s., 5 s. respectively. On
the other hand, sampling rate is quite different based on the instrumentation as well. Usually, the sampling
rates of EMG, pupils and SCR are 1000 Hz, 60 Hz and 10 Hz.
Voluntary and spontaneous facial expressions originate from different brain regions (Marsili vd. 2014). The
spontaneous expressions are mostly driven by the autonomous nervous system. As shown by Surakka
(1998), separate facial muscles are at work during voluntary and spontaneous expression. Whether an
interviewing candidate is smiling voluntarily or spontaneously can be detected by recording EMG from the
action units1 that participate at the orbicularis and zgomatic muscles. EMG measures triphasic activity from
the muscles that drive the facial expressions (Cheron vd. 2007). The triphasic pattern consists of ona agonist
burst, then an antagonist burst and finally a second agonist burst. It is easy to distinguish the muscles that
take a major role in a facial expression by determining the existance of this triphasic activity pattern.
Pupil dilation is triggered automatically by processes that initiate from the brain stem and hypothalamus
(Joshi vd 2016). The pupils dilate or constrict sensitively with respect to light intensity. Hence the
lumination of the environment in which the recordings are made is important. The pupils also respond along
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with cognitive and emotional processes in the brain. For example identification of a target tone, or
evaluation of trustworthiness of an opponent are both tasks that initiate a pupil dilation. Such pupil
enlargements show correlation along with brain activity profiles (Eldar vd. 2013). On the other hand, it is
also shown that pupil dilation is a good measure that correlates with skin conductance, which indicates the
intensity of arousal. (Bradley vd., 2008). Hence, analysis of the pupil responses have important potential to
predict whether the interviewing candidate is actively thinking, or having and emotional reaction,
A detailed review of other biological signals is presented in Sharma and Gedeon (2012). Just like other
biological signals, the effects of the autonomous nervous system (ANS) is exhibited on speech as well.
Using the modulation of ANS on the vocal chord, a speaker’s emotional state can be identified from prosody
(Petta etal. 2011). In speech, there exists two approaches to determine emotional states. 1) Use of speech
recognition along with acoustic features (Schuller etal. 2004). 2) Using only paralinguistic features (Rakov,
Rosenberg, 2013).
Once feature extraction is completed, a variety of classification techniques are used for identification of
emotional states such as stress, as presented briefly in Baltaci and Gokcay (2016) and Sharma and Gedeon
(2012). Some of these classifiers fuse the features altogether, while others classify the emotional state from
multiple features on each signal and then merge their decision using classifier level fusion techniques
presented in Wagner etal. (2011). A recent review of classification of stress signals is provided by Smetz
etal. (2018). Research on classification of other complex emotions will be made available before the
workshop.
3. Detailed technical description
3.1. Project overview
The procedures involved in our project are summarized in the figure below.

3.2. WP descriptions along with technical specifications
WP1: Hardware setup and synchronization:
In order to collect data from several sensors (camera for pupil dilation,
electromyography, skin conductance response, heart rate, and audio recorder)
we use two-three electronic development boards. Unfortunately the hardware
set up is not ready yet, so we are unable to provide technical specifications.
However, we believe that these sensors will be ready to use during the
workshop. The data that we want to collect by different boards must be
synchronized. Synchronization is not a trivial issue. We have two problems
with the synchronization. First, the boards must be set to the same time when
the data collection is begin. Second, time drift is possible since the clocks of
the boards may not be executed in a synchronized manner especially for the long periods of time. Even the
same boards are used there can be time drift. According to a study (Mani, 2018), almost 600 ms time drift
is possible in the worst case for a period of ten seconds. For solving the first problem, time initialization,
we use I2C protocol for connecting boards in a master/slave architecture and sending a start signal from
this port2. For solving the second problem, time drift we use a Real Time Clock (RTC) module developed
by Adafruit which is ChronoDot3. ChronoDot is an accurate real time clock and it can run for years without
time drift. We plug ChronoDot for each board and after initialization, time is supported by ChronoDot for
each board.
WP2: Data collection and annotation:
Selection of interview questions is important. Because not only the content of the answer but also the
affective response of the candidate will be judged. Unfortunately we do not have a set of responses to use
as a benchmark to judge fluency, stress and enthusiasm from speech. Therefore initially we aim to collect
a benchmark set and annotate the responses on a scale of 5 in terms of fluency, stress and enthusiasm. For
this purpose, we intend to ask a series of questions to the ‘candidate’, to which the participant can respond
presumably with increasing stress or motivation levels. In the meantime, we will also collect biological
signals and judge valence from changes in heart rate and EMG, arousal from peaks in SCR and pupil
dilation. These judgements will be made twice by impartial annotators to calculate validity and reliability.
If time permits, we aim to collect data from more than 50 participants.
WP3: Signal processing and feature extraction
WP3.1: Biological signal processing and feature extraction
Although biological signals have specific characteristics
such as onset latency, peak latency, and peak response,
identification of these features from the signals is
troublesome due to noise. Once noise is removed,
derivative, mean and peak values can be used as features.
There also exist more complex features calculated through
dynamic time warping (Sakoe ve Chiba, 1978), cumulative
sum (Tam 2009) and entropy (Baltaci & Gokcay, 2016).
Usually bandpass filters are adequate to remove noise.
Sometimes even moving average or moving median filters are adequate. Among all biological signals,
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EMG contains most noise. A highpass filter (with cutoff at 500 Hz) (Irlbacher vd. 2006), rectification, and
a Butterworth filter with cutoff at 10-20Hz are used in general for the pre-processing of EMG. Among all
biological signals, pupil responses have most missing data –pre dominantly due to eyeblinks. Such losses
can be recovered using interpolations.
WP3.2: Speech processing and feature extraction
After recording speech from 2 miniature mics mounted to the front and back of the interviewing candidate,
we will use the signal from the front for deriving speech features and signal from the back as a reference
for noise. Noise will be removed from speech by an LMS filter. Features to be extracted from speech will
be energy levels derived from dual resonance non-linear filter model (DRNL) (Dau etal. 1996, Dau etal.
1997, Jepsen vd. 2008). Previously, we used this method to identify 5 basic emotions from several
languages (Yüncü vd. 2014).
WP4: Training and classification:
Training and classification of biological signals and speech will be done separately in WP4.1 and WP4.2.
Biological features will be coded via VLAD (Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors) (Jegou, 2010) or
Fisher Vector coding (Perronnin, 2006). These features will be used for estimating valence and arousal in
the responses. It is widely acknowledged that an emotional palette based on the valence and arousal axes is
reflected in the body physiology (Gokcay, 2011). On the otherhand, speech features reflect a wider and
more complex distribution with respect to the emotional states to be estimated. First, speech features will
be reduced via PCA (Cao etal, 2003) or t-SNE (t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding) (Laurens
van der, 2008). Then, enthusiasm, stress and fluency will be predicted from these features. Ensemble
techniques such as Adaboost, Random forest or SVM will be utilized using software libraries such as Weka
or LibSVM for classification.
WP5: Fusion:
A likelihood based binary classifier is suggested for simplicity, considering the time limits. Likelihood is a
good measure, because on a log scale, it reveals a number that can identify how suitable the candidate is. A
recent paper published by our group which conducts decision level fusion is suitable for this purpose
(Gokcay, Eken, Baltaci, 2019).
3.3. Technical hurdles
There are several challenges to be handled. Some of these are as follows. 1) The captured data should be
synchronized. Since the sensors are stand alone, how to collect simultaneous data gated with the spoken
content is an important problem to be solved. 2) The physiological timing of the data obtained from each
sensor have a different time resolution and profile. Some signals peak at sub-second intervals while others
peak in a few seconds. How to rearrange all the features for events needs to be decided. 3) Fast data transfer
to the computer should be arranged. 4) Finally, how to train and test the entire system is an issue to be
handled by the current state of art classification algorithms. For these purposes, we need to collect hundreds
of data from prospective applicants (college students) and form an annotated database. In the worst case we
will use decision level fusion, so that each signal can be used for classification on its own.
3.4. Software Tools and resources to be used
MATLAB, R, Python, C #, WEKA, LibSVM
3.5. Project management
Each work package will have a leader. The leader will attend the workshop during the entire WP. At the
end of the WP, each leader will be responsible of producing a report. The format of the report will be similar
for all WPs. The report will contain technical specifications, describe finished work and identify a roadmap
for the future. The reports and software will be shared on a sharable drive.

4. Tentative work plan

5. Benefits of the research:
 Expected outcomes of the project are as follows:
 A benchmarked database of responses: speech, pupil dilation, EMG, HR, SCR.
 Software to process speech
 Software to process biological signals
 Software for features extraction from speech
 Software for feature extraction from biological signals
 Results of training and test from the benchmark data set.
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Prospective team members
Required knowledge
Required skills
Software development for speech
R, Phyton, C#, MATLAB
processing, speech feature extraction
Software development for speech
WEKA, MATLAB Class.
classification
Toolbox, LibSVM
Software development for biological
R, Phyton, C#, MATLAB
signal processing, biological feature extr.
Software development for biological
WEKA, MATLAB Class.
signal classification
Toolbox, LibSVM
Advanced statistics
Outlier detection, modeling
Human resources management
Recruitment strategies
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Familiarity with experimental psychology

Number

1
1
2
1

Data collection from
participants and annotation

If some of these positions remain vacant, we can provide enrollment from our student body. We ask
prospective team members to bring their own laptops, preferably running both Windows and Ubuntu.
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8. Other information (optional):
Parts of this workshop outcomes will be used for an ongoing TUBITAK 1003 project funded by the Turkish
National Science Foundation (#117E650). Boarding expenses of our team will be funded through this
project.
Compatibility with eNTERFACE goals, themes and topics:
 The goals of our project are compatible with the following:
testing new ideas (interview setting), integrating modules (multi-modal hardware set-up and
synchronization), and collecting new datasets (candidate responses to interview questions).
 The content of our project is compatible with:
deep –or shallow- learning for behavior analysis.
 Our project addresses the following topics:
Affective Computing, Human Behavior Analysis, Multimodal Interaction, Signal Analysis &
Synthesis, Social Signal Processing, Wearable Technology

